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ABSTRACT 

Forecasting of stock market trends has been an area of great interest to researchers 

who are attempting to uncover the information hidden in the stock market data and 

to traders who wish to profit by trading stocks. An accurate forecasting of stock 

market trends may yield profits for investors. Forecasting of stock price trend is 

regarded as a challenging task. Due to the complexity of stock market data, 

development of efficient models for forecasting stock market trends is highly 

challenging. Applications of data mining techniques for stock market forecasting are 

an area of research which has been receiving a lot of attention recently.  

This study presents the  development and evaluation of a decision tree and naïve 

Bayes hybrid model for stock market next day’s trend forecast in Dar-Es-Salaam 

Stock Exchange (DSE). Historical DSE data is used in the present study to extract 

features that can cause change in stocks price trends. In the developed hybrid model, 

decision tree is used to select the subsets of relevant features and naïve Bayes is used 

to produce a stable model for forecasting stock market trends.  

This study found that, the proposed hybrid model outperforms both the baseline 

decision tree and naïve Bayes models. It is found that features selection using 

decision tree employed in this study significantly improved the trend forecasting 

performance in stock market. It can be concluded from this study that, the decision 

tree and naïve Bayes hybrid model performs well and is reliable in stock market 

trend forecasting. 
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DEFINITIONS OF TERMINOLOGIES 

Baseline classifier is the native classifier. It is a classifier that uses only its native 

designed algorithm to classify instances. Decision tree, multilayer perceptron and 

Naïve Bayes are among of baseline classifiers. 

Features in this study refers to technical indicators. 

Machine learning classifier is the algorithm that identifies the set which a new 

observation (instance) belongs, on the basis of a training set of data containing 

observations (or instances) whose category membership is known. Decision tree and 

Naïve Bayes are among of machine learning classifiers. 

Model in data mining is an object created by applying an algorithm to data.  It is a 

set of data, statistics, and patterns that can be applied to new data to generate 

predictions and make inferences about relationships. 

Over fitting is a modeling error which occurs when a function is too closely fit to a 

limited set of data points. 

Technical analysis is a stock analysis methodology for forecasting the direction of 

stock prices trend through the study of past market data. 

Technical analysis data in stock market refers to stock’s prices and volume. 

Technical indicator is a series of data points that are derived by applying a formula 

to the price and volume data of a stock. That means a technical indicator is derived 

from technical analysis data. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General Introduction 

Stock market forecasting involves telling about the future trend of stock prices with 

a certain minimum error. There are several ways used by investors to predict stock 

market returns such as technical analysis and fundamental analysis. Stock market 

forecasting is regarded as a challenging task since the stock market is essentially 

dynamic, nonlinear, complicated, nonparametric, and chaotic in nature.  

Stock forecasting using data mining techniques is one of the important issues in 

finance being investigated by researchers across the globe recently. Data mining 

techniques can be used extensively in the financial markets to help investors make 

qualitative decision. Naïve Bayes, decision tree and artificial neural networks are 

among data mining techniques that can be used in stock market forecasting. 

The C 4.5 algorithm is widely used to construct decision trees classifiers. A decision 

tree is a flowchart-like tree structure, where each internal node (non-leaf node) 

denotes a test on an attribute, each branch represents an outcome of the test, and 

each leaf node (or terminal node) holds a class label (Binoy et al., 2010). 

Naïve Bayes is statistical classifier. It can predict class membership probabilities, 

such as the probability that a given tuple belongs to a particular class. Naïve Bayes 

classifiers assume class conditional independence, that is, the effect of an attribute 

value on a given class is considered independent of the values of other attributes 

(Binoy et al., 2010 and Abubakar et al., 2012). 
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A hybrid model in artificial intelligence usually involves two or more intelligent 

techniques used simultaneously in order to handle the complex problems in the real 

world. It is recently practiced in machine learning with the aim of making a classifier 

more powerful and reliable (Soleh et al., 2012). The combination of methodologies 

can be done in any form by modularly integrating two or more intelligence methods 

while maintaining the identity of each methodology. It can be done by fusing one 

methodology into another or by transforming the knowledge representation in one 

methodology into another form of characteristics representation to another (Soleh et 

al., 2012). In this study, the decision tree methodology was fused into naïve Bayes 

methodology. The hybrid classifier is expected to capture the desirable properties of 

both the naive Bayes and the decision tree classifiers. 

1.2 Background of the Study  

Many researchers have implemented individual decision tree and naïve Bayes 

techniques in predicting stock market. Abubakar et al., (2012) developed a model 

using naïve Bayes techniques for predicting stock market trends in the Nigerian 

Stock Exchange (NSE). Their findings stated that, through the processes of data 

mining (semi-transformation of the data before analyzing it), the naive Bayes 

algorithm can effectively predict stock market trends in Nigerian Stock Exchange. 

Qasema et al., (2013) developed a model using decision tree for predicting stock 

market trends where results for the proposed model were not perfect because many 

factors including but not limited to political events, general economic conditions, 

and investors’ expectations influence stock market trends. 

Other researchers have developed hybrid models by integrating, either decision tree 

or naïve Bayes with other data mining techniques. Tsai and Wang, (2009) combined 
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artificial neural network and decision trees to create a stock price forecasting hybrid 

model. The experimental result indicated that the resulted hybrid model had 77% 

accuracy, which was higher than the single artificial neural network model and 

decision tree model. 

Binoy et al., (2010) performed an experiment of building a hybrid model of artificial 

neural network and naïve Bayes for predicting stock trend. The experimental results 

showed that the proposed system outperformed both the neural network based 

system and the naive Bayes based trend forecasting system.  

Liang-Yin and Ching-Hsue, (2011) used stepwise regression and a decision tree to 

reduce features. They utilized a recurrent neural network (Elman neural network) to 

build a stock price forecasting model. A six years period of the Taiwan stock 

exchange capitalization weighted stock trend (TAIEX) was employed as a 

verification database to evaluate the proposed model under a root mean squared error 

(RMSE) performance indicator. The results showed that the proposed model was 

superior to the listing models. 

The hybrid of decision tree and naïve Bayes has been implemented in other domains. 

Dewan et al., (2014) implemented a new learning algorithm using naïve Bayes and 

decision tree. The algorithm performed a balance detection and kept false positives 

at acceptable level for different types of network attacks and eliminated redundant 

attributes as well as contradictory examples from training data set. They tested the 

performance of proposed algorithm with existing learning algorithms by employing 

the KDD99 benchmark intrusion detection data set. The experimental results proved 

that the proposed algorithm achieved high detection rates (DR) and significantly 
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reduced false positives (FP) for different types of network intrusions using limited 

computational resources. 

Experiments have been done in forecasting stock market trends using baseline 

decision tree, naïve Bayes and their combinations with other data mining techniques. 

Hybrid models of the decision tree and naïve Bayes have also been implemented in 

other domains. There is no evidence of combination of decision tree and naïve Bayes 

hybrid model in predicting stock market specifically tested on Dar es Salaam Stock 

Exchange. Literature review reveals that studies related to a hybrid model from the 

decision tree and naïve Bayes for stock market forecasting are rare. Since the hybrid 

model has been implemented in other domains, this study aimed to implement it in 

stock market forecasting and test result on live data from DSE.  

1.3 Statement of the Problem 

Stock investment has become an important investment activity in Tanzania. In the 

financial markets around the world, trading in share market has achieved remarkable 

recognition. However, some investors usually incur losses due to lack of clear 

investment objectives and blind investment. To create a conducive investment 

decision support system to assist investors in making informed decisions has become 

an important research area (Tsai and Wang, 2009 and Shipra et al., 2014). 

Accurate forecasting on stock price trends is highly challenging topic for stock 

investors. Investors need to understand that stock price data is one of essential 

information which is highly volatile, non-linear, and non-parametric and are affected 

by many uncertainties and interrelated economic and political factors across the 

globe (Victor et al., 2013 and Qasem et al., 2013). 
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Recently, researchers are attempting to improve the accuracy of stock price 

forecasting using hybrid models where two or more data mining techniques are 

integrated. The results of hybrid predictive model by numerous researchers have 

shown accuracy improvement in stock market forecasting than the baseline models 

(Deeman and Mohammed, 2014; Binoy et al., 2010; Liang-Ying and Ching-Hsue, 

2011). 

Decision tree classifiers offer a genuine simplicity of interpreting models, and 

consider the most important factors in a data set first by placing them at the top of 

the tree. It can cope with combinations of terms and can produce impressive results 

for some domains. On the other hand, training a decision tree classifier is quite 

complex and can get out of hand with the number of nodes created in some cases. 

The limitation of the decision trees is that, the presence of noisy contradictory 

instances in the training set may cause the generated tree to suffer from over fitting. 

Decision trees may be computationally expensive for certain domains (Daniela et al., 

2009 and Dewan et al., 2014). 

Naïve Bayes classifiers are simple and allow each attribute to contribute towards the 

final decision equally and independently from the other attributes. This simplicity 

equates to computational efficiency, which makes naïve Bayes techniques attractive 

and suitable for many domains. They offer quick training, fast data analysis and 

decision making, as well as straight forward interpretation of test results domains 

(Daniela et al., 2009). The major limitation of naïve Bayes is that it requires the class 

conditional independence. It is extremely computationally expensive for naïve Bayes 

to compute class conditional independence for a data set with high dimensional 

attributes (Daniela et al., 2009 and Dewan et al., 2014). 
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Researchers have implemented naïve Bayes and decision tree in intrusion detection 

systems. Deeman et al., (2014) implemented a hybrid model known as NBtree using 

naïve Bayes and decision tree for building a network intrusion detection system. In 

their experimental analysis they used the new NSL-KDD data set, which is a 

modified data set of the KDD Cup 1999 intrusion detection benchmark data set. In 

terms of accuracy the experimental results showed that the hybrid NBTree was more 

precise than the other two approaches and the decision tree did better than the naive 

Bayes algorithm.  

In spite of using data mining techniques to predict stock market, forecasting problem 

still exists since baseline data mining techniques cannot provide deeper analysis 

required in predicting stock market prices to enable investors make reliable profit. 

The primary weakness of the naïve Bayes is the assumption that attributes are 

independent for a given class which is expensive to meet. This leads to large number 

of incorrect classifications when the attributes are dependent. The major weaknesses 

of decision trees are that they are expensive in large data set and suffer from over 

fitting in presence of noisy contradictory instances. 

This study is aimed at developing a decision tree and naïve Bayes hybrid model as 

an attempt to improve stock information predictability in DSE. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

1.4.1 Main Objective 

The main objective of this study was to develop a decision tree and naïve Bayes 

hybrid model for stock market forecasting and evaluate its performance with the real 

data from DSE. 
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1.4.2 Specific Objectives 

The specific objectives of this study were:- 

1. To develop a decision tree and naïve Bayes hybrid model for forecasting 

stock market trends. 

2. To compare the performances of the resulting hybrid model and baseline 

decision tree and naïve Bayes models in forecasting stock market trends 

using data from DSE. 

1.5 Research Questions 

1. Can a hybrid model be developed using decision tree and naïve Bayes for 

forecasting stock market trends? 

2. What is the performance of resulting hybrid model in comparison with the 

baseline decision tree and naïve Bayes models on DSE data? 

1.6 Scope of the Study 

The scope of this study was Dar-es-Salaam stock exchange in Tanzania. The data for 

this study were collected from Dar-es-Salaam stock exchange. 

1.7 Significances and Contributions of the Study 

The model from this study can enable the stock investors at DSE to make informed 

decisions including holding, buying or selling the stocks depending on the results 

from the model. Stock market forecasting is regarded as a challenging task of the 

financial time series forecasting process since the stock market is essentially 

dynamic, nonlinear, complicated, nonparametric, and chaotic in nature (Sneha, 

2013). Therefore, the resulting hybrid model can be used by other researchers to 

improve the stock forecasting accuracy in future researches. 
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The contributions of this study are: firstly, useful features selection from a data set 

using a decision tree improves the performance of a naïve Bayes model in 

forecasting stock market trend. Secondly, the decision tree and naïve Bayes hybrid 

model for stock market trends forecasting is well suited and reliable for stock market 

trends forecasting.
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Dar-es-Salaam Stock Exchange (DSE) 

Dar es Salaam Stock Exchange (DSE) is located in Dar es Salaam region in 

Tanzania.  It begun in 1996.  Currently, it has 23 registered companies. In 2014 DSE 

had securities valued TZS 7,490 billion. Securities at DSE include equities, 

corporate bond, government bond and municipal bonds. The DSE market 

performance positively impacts the financial performance.  In 2013/14 financial 

year, the exchange made a net surplus of TZS 501.01 million (Mniwasa et al., 2014). 

Literature review did not find any published literature on any data mining technique 

for stock market trends forecasting that have been done at DSE. 

2.2 Technical Analysis and Technical Indicators 

The term technical analysis denotes a basic approach to stock investigation where 

the past price are studied, using charts as the primary tool. The technical analysis 

predicts the appropriate time to buy or sell a share. Technical analysts use charts 

which contain technical data like price, volume, highest and lowest prices per trading 

to predict future stock market trends. Price charts are used to recognize trends. These 

trends are understood by supply and demand issues that often have cyclical or some 

sort of noticeable patterns. To understand a company and its profitability through its 

share prices in the market, some parameters can guide an investor towards making a 

careful decision. These parameters are termed technical indicators and oscillators 

(Sneha, 2013). 

Shipra et al., (2014) list the technical indicators in stock market trends which involve 

moving average over a n-day period, price rate of change (PROC), relative strength 
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trend (RSI) and moving average convergence/divergence (MACD). Yakup et al., 

(2011) used other technical indicators such as simple 10-days moving average, 

Stochastic Oscillator and momentum to predict stock market. 

This study used the technical analysis data to drive the features that can cause 

change in stock price trend. The study used technical analysis data since it aimed at 

developing a model for forecasting the next day’s closing price which is a short term 

parameter. 

2.3 Decision Tree and Naïve Bayes Hybrid Model in Other Domains 

Liangxiao and Chaoqun, (2011) implemented a simple, effective, and efficient 

hybrid algorithm based on C4.5 and naïve Bayes and denoted it as C4.5-NB. They 

used UCI data set for testing and evaluating the model. The experimental results on a 

large number of UCI data sets showed that it performed as well as NBTree in 

classification accuracy. The model was significantly more efficient than NBTree. 

Deeman and Mohammed, (2014) did experiment on building NBtree for analyzing 

intrusion detection system using naïve Bayes and decision tree. In terms of accuracy 

the experimental results showed that the hybrid NBTree was more precise than the 

other two approaches and the decision tree did better than the naive Bayes. 

Otherwise, in terms of speed of response the naive Bayes outperformed the other two 

algorithms followed by decision Tree and NBTree respectively. 

2.4 Decision Tree Based Features Selection 

In order to weaken the naïve Bayes conditional independence assumption, some 

approaches have been proposed. Such approaches include structure extension, 

attribute weighting, attribute selection, instance weighting and instance selection, 
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also called local learning (Liangxiao and Chaoqun, 2011). Decision tree classifier 

can select the subset attributes important for the production of Naïve Bayes 

assumptions of class independence (Dewan et al., 2014). The study used attributes 

selection approaches to weaken the naïve Bayes conditional independence 

assumption. If the dependent attributes are  identified  using decision tree classifier 

for each such pair, only one of them used both in the learning and the inferring 

stages, we might be able to cut down on the misclassifications (Dewan et al., 2014). 

Binoy et al, (2010) constructed a decision tree- rough set hybrid system for stock 

market trend forecasting. They used decision trees to evaluate usefulness of features, 

select relevant features and remove redundant/or irrelevant features. They observed 

that the proposed hybrid decision tree-rough set based trend forecasting system 

produced an accuracy of 90.22%. The stand-alone rough set based trend forecasting 

system, without any features selection, produced an accuracy of 88.18 %. 

Soleh et al, (2012) developed a hybrid model using neural network and decision tree 

for forecasting of exchange rate. In this experiment, the decision tree was used to 

select only useful features, the output from the decision tree was then fed into neural 

network classifier to build exchange rate forecasting model. They had assumption 

that, if the hybrid model was constructed by better parameters and architectures, then 

the output of the model also produces better results. 
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2.5 Conceptual Framework 

 

Figure 2. 1: Conceptual framework of proposed model 

The decision tree classifier was used to selects the subset of useful features from data 

sets derived from DSE. The features selected data sets divided into two parts, the 

training data set and test data sets.  The training data set was fed into the naïve Bayes 

classifier to develop a model. The test data sets then were used to test the developed 

model to provide forecasting results which can be used to make stock market 

informed decisions as depicted in Figure 2.1. 

2.6 Conclusion 

The chapter discussed the literature review based on the key concepts of this study: 

Experiments have been done on combining decision tree and naïve Bayes in other 

domains. Some experiments used decision trees classifier as selector of important 

subset of attributes for production of naïve assumption of independence class, while 

others used naïve Bayes to remove noisy troublesome instances from the training set 

before the decision tree induction. 

This study used technical analysis data to derive features for developing the hybrid 

model. It used decision tree classifier as useful features selector, and the output from 

the decision tree was fed into Naïve Bayes to develop the hybrid model. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Research Design 

The data employed in this study consists of daily stock prices of selected companies 

registered at DSE. The data sets encompass the trading days (excluding weekends 

and holidays) from May 16, 2013 to July 04, 2015. 

The hybrid model for stock market trend forecasting proposed in this study (Figure 

2.1) was developed from the following modules: First the features were extracted 

from the daily DSE stock prices data. The data sets were preprocessed, and then the 

relevant features were selected using decision tree. A naïve Bayes classifier was 

used to predict the next day’s trend using the selected features.  

3.2 Data Collection 

The data was freely downloadable from the DSE’s website (http://www.dse.co.tz). 

The daily stock data that was collected and their descriptions are as summarized in 

Table 3.1. 

The collected values of all the attributes were continuous numeric values. The values 

were transformed to discrete values. The criterion that was made to transform the 

numeric values of each attribute to discrete values depended on the previous day 

closing price of the stock. If the values of the attributes open, min, max, last were 

greater than the value of previous closing price, the numeric values of the attributes 

were replaced by the value 1. If the values of the attributes were less than the value 

of the previous closing 
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price, the numeric values of the attributes were replaced by -1. If the values of those 

attributes were equal to the value of the previous closing price, the values were 

replaced by the value 0.  

Table 3.1: Attributes collected for the study 

Attribute 

Description  

Descriptions 

Previous  Previous day close price of the stock 

Open  Current day open price of the stock 

Min  Current day minimum price of the stock 

Max  Current day maximum price of the stock 

Last  Current day close price of the stock 

DSEI Dar-es-Salaam stock trend 

TSI Total strength trend 

Company’s turnover Turnover of a specific company 

DSE turnover Total turnover of DSE 

Volume Total number of stocks that a company has sold in 

current day 

Action  The action taken by the investor on this stock can 

be  Buy (1), Sell (-1)  or  Hold (0) 

 

3.3 Sampling and Sample Size 

The study used data sets from six companies registered at DSE. The companies 

selected were, CRDB, TBL, NMB, TBL, SWISS and TPCC. The reasons for 

selecting the companies include their popularity in DSE, frequency of change in 

their stock prices, market capitalization, days traded, value traded and the number of 

shares traded in DSE. From each company, the study collected the daily stock prices 

from May 16, 2013 to July 04, 2015 as stated earlier.  
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3.4 Data Analysis Tool 

WEKA is open source software under the general public license developed at the 

University of Waikato in New Zealand. The software is freely available at 

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka. WEKA contains modules for data 

preprocessing, classification, clustering and association. It is a software designed to 

aid in the application of machine learning techniques (data analysis techniques) to 

extract hidden, previously unknown and potentially useful information from real 

world data sets (Richard et al, 2005). 

 This study used data filters, decision tree classifier, naïve Bayes classifier and 

performances evaluation metrics present in WEKA to accomplish the task of 

developing and evaluating the proposed hybrid model. 

3.5 Data Preprocessing 

In this stage, the data sets were cleaned, integrated and transformed from their initial 

legacy excel formats to attribute relation file format (arff), a format that is suitable in 

WEKA environment. Data pre-processing involved:- 

 Data Cleaning: Since real world data tend to be incomplete, noisy, and 

inconsistency. Data cleaning routines attempt to fill in missing values, 

smooth out noise while identifying outliers and correct inconsistencies in the 

data. 

 Data Integration: Combines data residing in different sources and providing 

users with a unified view of these data. 

 Data Transformation: Data is transformed or consolidated into forms 

appropriate for mining. Data transformations can involve smoothing (remove 

noise from data), aggregation (summary or aggregation operations are 

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka
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applied to the data), normalization (attribute data are scaled into small 

specified range such as -1.0 to 1.0). 

 Data Reduction: Data reduction techniques can be applied to obtain a 

reduced representation of the data set that is much smaller in volume, yet 

closely maintains the integrity of the original data. 

 Data Discretization: Data discretization techniques can be used to reduce the 

number of values for a given continuous attribute by dividing the range of the 

attribute into intervals. Interval labels can then be used to replace actual data 

values.  

3.6 Data Analysis Techniques 

Data mining techniques are class techniques which can study the underlying 

relationships between the independent variables and the dependent variables of the 

time series. They are being trained on a sample set of data which should ideally be 

representative of the actual environment. During training, they construct models 

which can predict class membership probabilities of incoming instances such as the 

probability that a given tuple belongs to a particular class. This study used decision 

tree and naïve Bayes data mining classifiers to build the models and hybrid model 

(Qin et al., 2011). 

3.6.1 Naïve Bayes Classifier 

Naive Bayes is a method of supervised classification commonly used to predict the 

likelihood of group members. It assumes conditional independence of a class, and it 

is based on Bayes theorem. Naïve Bayes is made to simplify the computations 

involved, and in this sense, it is considered “naïve (Deeman et al., 2014). 
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Abubakar et al., (2009) and Dewan et al., (2014) derived naïve Bayes equations as 

follows: let X  be a data tuple (referred to as ‘evidence’), described by a set of n 

attributes such that X  =( ,  ,  ,  ...,  
1 2 3 4

x x x x x
n

 ). Assuming that there are m classes, 

1 2,  ,... ,  mC C C , the classifier can predict that X  belongs to the class having the 

highest posterior probability, conditioned on X .  By Bayes theorem: 

 

……………………………………………………..(1)

 

Where    

 |iP C X   is the posterior probability of the class iC . 

 | iP X C  is the likelihood, or the probability of predictor for a given class iC .   

   iP C is the prior probability of the class iC .   

 P X  is the prior probability of predictor. 

. 

Since  P X is constant for all classes, only  ( | )i iP X C P C  need be maximized. 

The naive assumption of class conditional independence implies 

……………………………………………………...(2) 

In the present study, the attributes are continuous and hence are assumed to have a 

Gaussian distribution with a mean μ and standard deviation σ, 

( | ) ( , , )
i ik k C CiP x C g x   ……………………..………...(3) 

Where 

2

2

( )

2
1

( , , )
2i i

x

C Ckg x e


 
 




 …………………………………………..(4) 

1( | ) ( | )n

i k k iP X C P x C

( | ) ( )
( | )

( )

P X C P Ci iP C X
i P X
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In order to predict the class label of X ,  ( | )i iP X C P C   is evaluated for each class 

iC . The naïve Bayesian classifier predicts that tuple X  belongs to the class 
iC  if 

and only if 

( | ) (    1  | )   ,   iP C X P Cj X for j m j i      

In the present study, three classes are considered: 1C  = Buy, 2C  = Sell and 3C  = 

Hold. Each X  is the set of all the attributes for one day. 

3.6.2 Decision Tree Classifier 

According to Binoy et al., (2010) and  Dewan et al., (2014), C 4.5 algorithm uses 

gain ratio as its attribute selection measure. It is defined as:   

   Gain in ratio A =
( )

( )A

Gain A

SplitInfo D
 ……………………………………..(5) 

Where A is attribute under consideration and D   is a data set. 

………………………………………....(6) 

 

( ) ( ) ( )AGain A Info D Info D  …………………………………………………….(7) 

1

| |
( ) ( )  | |

| |

v j

A jj

D
Info D x Info D

D
 ………………………………....(8) 

( ) - log
1 2

mInfo D P Pi ii
   ……..………………………………….........(9) 

here   iP  is the probability that an arbitrary tuple in D  belongs to class iC  and is 

estimated by    
,| |

| |

i DC

D
 

The  ASplitInfo D   represents the potential information generated by splitting the 

training data set,  D , into v partitions, corresponding to the v outcomes of a test on 

21

| | | |
( ) - ( ) log

| | | |

v j j

A j

D D
SplitInfo D

D D
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attribute A. The attribute with the maximum gain ratio is selected as the splitting 

attribute. 

The   ,Info D  also known as the entropy of D , is the average amount of information 

needed to identify the class label of a tuple in D .  AInfo D  is the expected 

information required to classify a tuple from D  based on the partitioning by A . The 

smaller the expected information still required, the greater the purity of the 

Partitions.  Gain A , the information gain, is defined as the difference between the 

original information requirement (i.e., based on just the proportion of classes) and the 

new requirement (i.e., obtained after partitioning on A ). The attribute A  with the 

highest information gain,  Gain A , is chosen as the splitting attribute at node N. 

It can be seen from the above discussion that only those features that are necessary 

for the classification purpose are included in the tree and the remaining features are 

not considered at all. The present study used the properties of decision tree classifier 

to select the relevant features to be used in constructing a model to predict the trend 

in stock market.  

3.7 Proposed Model  

3.7 .1 Technical Indicators 

The idea behind technical analysis is that stock prices move in trends dictated by the 

constantly changing attitudes of investors in response to different forces. Future 

stock movements are predicted by using price, volume and observing trends that are 

dominating the market. Technical analysis rests on the assumption that history 

repeats itself and that future market direction can be determined by examining past 

prices (Qin et al., 2011). 
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The following most widely used indicators were used in this study: moving average 

over a 5-day period (MA5), moving average over a 12-day period (MA12), price rate 

of change (PROC), and moving average convergence/divergence (MACD). A very 

brief description about the considered indicators with their interpretation are 

described as follows. 

Moving average Convergence Divergence (MACD): It is an oscillator function 

used by technical analysts to spot overbought and oversold conditions. MACD is 

calculated by subtracting values of a 26-period exponential MA from a 12-period 

exponential MA. As its name implies, MACD is all about convergence and 

divergence of two MAs. Convergence occurs when MAs move towards each other. 

Divergence occurs when MAs move away from each other. The shorter MA (12 

days) is faster and responsible for most MACD movements. The longer MA (26 

days) is slower and less reactive to price changes in underlying stock. 

Moving average in 5 days (MA5):  With a MA5, a trader is able to understand the 

strength of the long-term trend of the prices. MA5 is the 5-day moving average. It is 

calculated by adding the last 5 trends together and then dividing by 5. 

Moving average in 12 days (MA12): MA12 is the 12-day moving average. It is 

formulated by adding the last 12 trends together and then dividing by 12. 

PROC is a price momentum indicator and is calculated by: (TI‐IN)/IN, where TI is 

the today’s trend, IN is the trend in n periods ago and n is the number of days ago. If 

the stock’s price is higher (lower) today than n periods ago, PROC will be a positive 

(negative) number. As the security’s price increases (decreases), its PROC will rise 
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(fall). Faster prices rise (or fall), faster PROC will rise (or fall). Thus, PROC values 

indicate an overall picture of trend strength generation.   

( '  -    )

   

today s index index n periods ago
PROC

index n periods ago
  …...………………………........(10) 

Stochastic Oscillator (SO): This function compares a security’s closing price to its 

price range over a given time period. The formula of SO used in this study is showed 

below:  

100    -  
%

-

x close price Ln
K

Hn Ln
  …………………………………………………..(11) 

(% )
%

3

K
D   ……………………………………………………………………..(12) 

Where Hn and Ln are the highest and the lowest prices respectively over the last n 

periods. The n is the parameter. The study set n as 10 since a 10-period %K would 

use the most recent close, the highest high over the last 10 periods and the lowest 

low over the last 10 periods.  

Typical Price: The Typical Price indicator is calculated by adding the high, low, 

and closing prices together, and then dividing by three. The result is the average, or 

typical price. 

 
3

H L C
TP

 
  ………………………………………………………………..(13)  

Where H  =High; L=Low; C=Close. When the TP is greater than the bench mark we 

have to sell or to buy. 

Bollinger Bands: Bollinger Bands are based upon a simple moving average. This is 

because a simple moving average is used in the standard deviation calculation. The 

upper band is two standard deviations above a moving average; the lower band is 

two standard deviations below that moving average; and the middle band is the 

http://etfhq.com/blog/2013/04/12/stochastic-oscillator-test-results/
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moving average itself. Bollinger Bands (BB) are not baseline indicators as they do 

not generate explicit buy or sell signals and are generally used to provide a form of 

guideline, indicating possible trend reversals. In this case, if the current price breaks 

through the lower Bollinger band it is considered a buy signal, while if it breaks 

through the upper band it is considered a sell signal (Senthamarai et al, 2010). 

 3.7.2 Proposed Model developing Process 

Technical indicators were extracted from the historical data collected from DSE. The 

data sets preprocessing were done. Decision tree used to filter subsets of useful 

features based on their information gain. The data sets were divided into two parts, 

the training data set and test data sets. The training data set was used to develop the 

model using naïve Bayes. The test data sets were used to test the develop model to 

evaluate its performance, accuracy and validity (Figure 3.1). 

3.8 Test Options 

The result of applying the chosen classifier can be tested according to the options 

that are set by clicking the test options box. There are four common test options in 

WEKA (Richard et al., 2005). The four test options in WEKA include: 

Use training set: The classifier is evaluated on how well it predicts the class of the 

instances it was trained on. 

Fold Cross Validation: The model is evaluated by cross validation, using the 10-

folds that is entered in the fold text field. 

Percentage split: The model is evaluated on how well it predicts a certain 

percentage of data which held out from training data set. The amount of data held 

out depends on the value entered in the % field. This study used 66% in order to 
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have large number of instances in training the model and hold out 34% of the 

training data set data to test the model. 

 Supply test set. The model is evaluated on how well it predicts the class of a set of 

instances loaded from a file. During building of the model, if use training set option 

is selected, the model will be developed and tested using the same date set 

.  
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Figure 3. 1: Proposed model development process
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But this study was developing a model to be used to classify the new coming 

instances. For this reason the use training set option was not a suitable test option for 

evaluating the developed model. This study used the fold cross- validation, 

percentage split and supply test set options for testing the accuracy of the model. 

3.9 Standard Metrics for Performance Evaluation 

There are numerous metrics for measuring the performances of a model, but the 

most common performance evaluation metrics include, accuracy, true positive rate, 

false positive rate, and precision of the model, recall, kappa and ROC area (Masud et 

al, 2013). 

Dewan et al., (2010) argued that, accuracy, precision and recall metrics can be 

calculated using the predictive classification table known a as confusion matrix 

(table 4.2). A, b, c, d, e, f, g, h and i are values in a confusion matrix with three 

classes. 

Table 3.2: Confusion Matrix 

  PREDICTED  

 Sell Hold Buy 

ACTUAL Sell a b c 

Hold d e f 

Buy g h i 

 

Dewan et al., (2010) explained the standard metrics for performance evaluation as 

follows: 

 

TN (True Negative): Is the   number of correct predictions that an instance is 

irrelevant. 

FP (False Positive): Is the   number of incorrect predictions that an instance is 

relevant. 
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FN (False Negative): Is the   number of incorrect predictions that an instance is 

irrelevant. 

TP (True Positive): Is the   number of correct predictions that an instance is relevant. 

 

Accuracy: Is the proportion of the total number of predictions that were correct.  

Accuracy (%)       =    /        TN TP TN FN FP TP     ……………………(14) 

Recall: Is the proportion of the relevant instances that were correctly identified. 

Recall    /    TP FN TP    …………………………………………………....(15) 

Precision: Is the proportion of the predicted relevant instances that were correct. 

Precision 

   /    TP FP TP  …………………………………………………….............(16) 

ROC curve is the most commonly used way to visualize the performance of a 

binary classifier, and ROC area is arguably the best way to summarize its 

performance in a single number. The perfect classifier has a maximum ROC area of 

1. Maximum ROC Area means excellent forecasting performance. This study has 

used ROC area, accuracy, precision and recall in evaluating performance of 

developed model. 

Accuracy is simply the ratio of correctly forecasted instances. Precision measures the 

exactness of a classifier. It reflects how reproducible measurements are, that is 

getting a similar result every time you try even if they are far from the accepted 

value. Recall (also known as sensitivity) is the fraction of relevant instances that are 

correctly classified. ROC area is the probability that a classifier will rank a randomly 

chosen positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative instance. It 
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measures the classifiers skill in ranking a set of patterns according to the degree to 

which they belong to the positive class, but without actually assigning patterns to 

classes (Deeman et al, 2014). 

 The performances of a proposed hybrid model and baseline models in this study 

were evaluated   using the standard metric measurements of accuracy, precision, 

recall, and ROC area. 

3.10  Validity and Reliability of the Hybrid Model 

The result of the proposed hybrid model is valid since the model’s accuracy was 

tested with live data from DSE with three test options of cross validation (with 

K=10-folds), percentage split (66%) and supply test set. 

The model is reliable since it was with different data sets from six companies, and 

the performance of the model was evaluated using four standard metric 

measurements of accuracy, precision, recall, and ROC area. 

3.11    Trading Rules of Developed Model 

In this study a model for forecasting stock market trends in the DSE was designed 

and developed. The predictive model can support stock investors to make informed 

decisions based on its forecasting as depicted in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3. 2:Trading rules from the model 

The model forecasts the stock market trend of each company separately. If the 

company’s next day forecast from the model shows an increase in its stock price, the 

trader who is not holding the stocks of that company can buy the stocks in order to 

sell them profitably in the next day. If the trader already holding the stocks of that 

company, can continue to hold them in order to sell them profitably in the next day. 

If the company’s next day forecast  from the model shows a decrease in its stock 

price, the trader who is not holding the stocks of that company can do nothing, and if 

the trader already holding the stocks of that company can sell them today to avoid 

loss in next day. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Findings  

This study collected a total of 2610 daily stock prices (instances) from six 

companies. Out of 2610 daily stock prices, 472 were collected from TBL, 502 were 

collected from CRDB, 491 were collected from NMB, 496 were collected from 

SWISS PORT, 484 were collected from TCC and 165 were collected from TPCC. 

4.2 Data Preprocessing 

The daily stock prices (open, close, low and high prices) cleaned and discretized. 

Cleaning involved removing both tuples with missing stocks price’s values and 

tuples with incorrect stocks price’s values. Stock technical indicators were derived 

from the daily stock prices into data sets. The data sets were transformed from 

original excel format to attribute relation file format (arff). Data sets with a total of 

13 stock technical indicators and a class for each company was formed as Table 4.1 

depicts. 

Table 4.1: A sample of original data sets 

TSI DSEI O H L M MA5 MA12 %K %D Proc TP UB Class 

2913 1978 0 1 0 1.37 319 309 80 77 6.7 1 324 0 

2919 1972 1 1 0 1.11 322 315 83 78 8.3 1 329 1 

2933 1991 0 0 0 0.97 323 317 83 77 8.3 -1 331 -1 

2914 1976 -1 0 -1 0.45 323 319 66 77 4.9 0 332 0 

Key: O=Open, H=High, L=Low, M=MACD 

When the original CRDB data set was loaded into WEKA, it appeared as Figure 4.1 

depicts. The three main parts of the preprocessing interface of WEKA include the 

list of attributes, the details of the selected feature and the histogram showing the 

classes of instances in each feature. 
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The list of attributes just lists the attributes present in the loaded file. On selecting an 

attribute from the list, WEKA shows the details and statistical measures of the 

selected attribute. The details and statistical measure include maximum value, 

minimum values, mean and standard deviation of the values in that feature. 

The colored histograms show the classes distribution of the instances of the selected 

feature. In this study there were three classes. The red color shows the Hold class 

represented by 0 class, the cyan color shows the sell class represented by -1 and blue 

color show the buy class represented by 1 (Table 4.1). 

4.3 Developing and Testing   Baseline Decision Tree and Naïve Bayes Models 

The whole original CRDB data set was used as a training set. It was used to develop 

two models, one model was developed using naïve Bayes and the second model was 

developed using decision tree.  Appendix I indicates model developed using 

decision tree. The models were tested using the supplied test, Cross validation (10-

fold) and Percentage split (66%) test options. The ROC area and accuracy of each 

supplied test set was recorded as Table 4.2 summarizes.  

The decision tree performed better than naïve Bayes as accuracies and ROC areas on 

Table 4.2 depicts.  The decision tree minimum accuracy was 47 % on NMB data set 

and the maximum accuracy was 88% on SWISS data set.
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                  List of  features                  A selected feature     Details of a selected feature                  Classes  

Figure 4. 1: The original CRDB data set before features selection 
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The limitation of the decision tree is that, the presence of noisy contradictory 

instances in the training set may cause the generated tree to suffer from over fitting. 

Decision trees may be computationally expensive for certain domains (Daniela et al., 

2009 and Dewan et al., 2014). Therefore decision tree is not a trusted as a standalone 

classifier despite of its better performance in this experiment, presence of noisy and 

outlier instances in data set can lead to over fitting. 

Table 4. 2: A Performances of decision tree and naïve Bayes models on stock 

market trend forecasting 

Training 

data set  

company 

Test data 

set 

company 

Number of 

instances 

 

Performances 

Accuracy (%) ROC Area 

DT NB DT NB 

CRDB NMB 459 47 38.9 0.45 0.53 

CRDB SWISS 464 88 63.5 0.81 0.73 

CRDB TBL 441 75.8 64.2 0.8 0.73 

CRDB TCC 452 86.7 49.3 0.78 0.61 

CRDB TPCC 131 72.5 45 0.79 0.6 

 

Figure 4.2 shows evaluation results of a model developed   from a baseline decision 

tree.  This model was trained with CRDB data set and tested with TPCC data set. 

The performance of this model on the supplied test set was good as indicated by 

accuracy and ROC area.  95 instances were correctly classified out of 131 instances 

in the test set which is equivalent to accuracy of 72.8%. The model had 0.79, 0.72 

and 0.71 for ROC area, recall and precision respectively as calculated and depicted 

on Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4. 2: The valuation test set of the decision tree model  trained with 

CRDB  data sets and tested with TPCC data set 

Using the Confusion Matrix shown on Figure 4.2. 

From equation (14), 

Accuracy (%) = ((19+71+5)/131)*100 = 72.5%. 

From equation (15), 

Recall = (19/(19+11+0)) = 0.72. 

From equation (16), 
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Precision = (19/19+7+0) = 0.71. 

4.4 Useful Features Selection Process Using a Decision Tree 

The decision tree classifier with algorithm C 4.5 was used to select useful subset of 

features from the data sets. Deeman et al., (2014) and Benoy et al., (2010) described 

that, decision tree algorithms use the strategy of future generations from root to 

leaves. To ensure this process, information gain or entropy is used taking into 

account the discriminative power of each attribute over the classes in order to choose 

the “best‟ one as the root of the (sub) decision tree. In other words, best attribute 

should be used as a root node for splitting the tree.  

In each node, the attribute with the highest information gain (or greatest entropy 

reduction) is chosen as the test attribute for the current node. Attributes with higher 

information gain are the top of the decision tree while those with low information 

gain are at the leaves of the decision tree. When a decision tree is used in useful 

subset of attributes selection, attributes at the leaves of the decision tree (the ones 

with low information gain) are considered for removal from the data set. 

The CRDB original data set was classified using decision tree with use training set 

as the test option. A decision tree formed from this classification was as Figure 4.3 

depicts. 

The technical indicators (features) that did not appear, or appeared once or appeared 

twice on the leaves of a decision tree (Figure 4.3) were the ones with low 

information gain, they were considered for removal from the original data set. From 

the Figure 4.3, the feature MA5 and MA12 were removed from the data set because 

they did not appear on decision tree. They did not appear because they have very low 
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information gain. Proc appeared once and appeared on the leaf of the decision tree, it 

was removed from the data set due to its low information gain. MACD appeared 

twice on the leaves of the tree, it was also removed from the data set. In feature 

selection process using a decision tree the features Proc, MA5, MACD and MA12 

were removed from the data sets. The same removal was done in other data sets. 

Table 4.3 indicates the sample of the data set after useful subset of features selection. 

The same process was done in all other data sets from other companies. Figure 4.4 

shows the CRDB data set in WEKA after useful subset of features selection. 

Table 4.3: A sample data set after selection of useful features 

TSI DSEI OPEN High Low K D TP UB Class 

2923 1891.13 1 1 1 83.3 37 -1 315 -1 

2932 1970.95 1 1 1 83.3 78.8 -1 327 -1 

2928 1995.32 1 1 -1 66.7 79.2 0 327 1 

2919 1972.99 1 1 0 83.3 78.5 1 329 0 

2933 1991.71 0 0 0 83.3 77.3 -1 331 -1 

2914 1976.45 -1 0 -1 66.7 77.8 0 332 0 

After useful features selection, the CRDB data set was loaded into WEKA. It 

appeared as Figure 4.4 depicts. From Figure 4.1, features like Proc, MA5, MACD 

and MA12 were removed using decision tree to form a data set in Figure 4.4. So the 

data set in Figure 4.4 has fewer features than the data set in Figure 4.1, number of 

features is the only difference between Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.1. 
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Figure 4. 3: Decision tree from original CRDB data set
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Figure 4. 4: The CRDB data set in WEKA after useful subset of features selection
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4.5    Developing a Proposed Hybrid Model 

The features selected CRDB data set was used as a training set. A model was 

developed using naïve Bayes on CRDB data set and tested using the supplied test set 

option. The accuracy and ROC area of each supplied test set was recorded as Table 

4.4 shows.  

Table 4.4:  Performance of a hybrid model on stock market trends forecasting 

Training 

data set  

company 

Test data 

set 

company 

Number of 

instances 

 

Performances 

Accuracy (%) ROC Area 

DT-NB DT-NB 

CRDB NMB 459 81 0.88 

CRDB SWISS 464 88 0.94 

CRDB TBL 441 80 0.89 

CRDB TCC 452 89 0.94 

CRDB TPCC 131 82 0.89 

 

For example, Figure 4.5 depicts the evaluation results of naïve Bayes model 

developed using CRDB data set and tested using SWISS data set. The performance 

of the model on the supplied data set was great as indicated by accuracy and ROC 

area. In this experiment, 410 instances were correctly classified out of 464 instances 

in the test set which is equivalent to an accuracy of 88%. The model had 0.88, 0.95, 

0.74 for ROC area, recall and precision respectively as calculated and depicted on 

Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4. 5: The evaluation test set of the naïve  Bayes  model  trained with 

CRDB  data sets and tested with SWISS data set 

Using the confusion matrix shown on Figure 4.5. 

From equation (14), 

Accuracy = ((38+290+82)/464)*100 = 88%. 

From equation (15), 
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Recall = (38/(38+1+0)) = 0.88. 

From equation (16), 

Precision = (38/(38+7+2)) = 0.89. 

The graph on Figure 4.6 compares the accuracies of naïve Bayes model, decision tree 

model and their hybrid model. It joined accuracies from Table 4.2 and Table 4.4 for 

the three models. The hybrid model outperformed baseline decision tree and naïve 

Bayes models as the accuracies in this graph depicts. Hybrid model’s accuracies 

were   81%, 88%, 80%, 89% and 82% for test sets from NMB, SWISS, TBL, TCC 

and TPCC, respectively. 
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Figure 4. 6: Accuracies comparison between naive Bayes model, decision tree 

model and their DT-NB hybrid model 
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The graph on Figure 4.7 compares the ROC areas of decision tree model, naïve 

Bayes model and their hybrid model. It combined ROC areas from Table 4.2 and 

Table 4.4 for the three models. The hybrid models have ROC areas of 0.88, 0.94, 

0.894, 0.94, and 0.89 for test sets from NMB, SWISS, TBL, TCC and TPCC 

respectively. 

The hybrid model performed better than the baseline decision tree and naïve Bayes 

models as the ROC areas in this graph Figure 4.7 depicts. 
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Figure 4. 7:  ROC Areas comparison between naive Bayes model, decision tree 

model and their DT-NB hybrid model. 
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In this study, the decision tree was used as useful features selector and a naïve Bayes 

was used to develop the model. This study builds a hybrid model because the output 

of a decision tree (data set with useful features) was fed into a naïve Bayes to build 

the model. The hybrid model achieved a greater performance when compared to 

decision tree and naïve Bayes parent models as ROC areas and accuracies on Figure 

4.6 and Figure 4.7 depict. It has a maximum ROC area and accuracy of 0.94 and 

89% respectively on CRDB and TCC data sets, and a minimum of 80% and 0.89 for 

accuracy and ROC area respectively on CRDB and TBL data sets.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMANDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusion 

Forecasting the direction of movements of the stock market trend is important for the 

development of effective stocks trading strategies. It usually affects a stock trader’s 

decisions to buy, hold, or sell a stock. Successful forecasting of stock prices trend 

may promise attractive benefits for investors. Forecasting of stock price trend 

movement is regarded as a challenging task in the financial market. 

This study presented a successful development and evaluation of a decision tree and 

naïve Bayes hybrid model for stock market trend forecasting. The proposed model 

forecasts the next day stock market trend on DSE. Performance of the proposed 

hybrid model was compared with the performances of baseline decision tree model 

and the naïve Bayes model. 

This study also presented the forecasting results of baseline decision tree and naïve 

Bayes models. The baseline decision tree model without features selection produced 

accuracies of 94%, 93%, 95%, 96%, 97% and 100% for CRDB, NMB, SWISS, 

TBL, TCC and TPCC respectively. The baseline naïve Bayes forecasting model 

without features selection yielded accuracies of 68%, 59%, 88%, 75.5%, 71.5% and 

90% for CRDB, NMB, SWISS, TBL, TCC and TPCC respectively. In this study, 

both decision tree and naïve Bayes models showed significant performances in 

forecasting the direction of stock price movement. Although decision tree model 

found to perform better as baseline model, it can greatly affected by the presence on 

noisy and outliers in data set. So it is not trusted as baseline classifier. 
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The proposed hybrid model in this study performed greatly. It has maximum ROC 

area and accuracy of 0.95 and 90% respectively on SWISS data sets, and a minimum 

of 60.6% and 0.81 for accuracy and ROC area respectively on NMB data sets. The 

hybrid model outperformed the baseline decision tree and naïve Bayes in terms of 

accuracies and ROC areas as indicated on graphs on Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7. 

It is found that useful features selection using decision tree employed in this study 

significantly improved the trends forecasting performance in stock market. It can be 

concluded from this study that, the hybrid model of decision tree and naïve Bayes 

based trend forecasting model is well suited and reliable for stock market trend 

forecasting. 

5.2 Recommendations 

This study designed, developed   and evaluated a decision tree and naïve Bayes 

hybrid model for stock market forecasting the next day’s trend in stock prices. It 

used technical analysis data to derive technical indicators. The recommendations of 

this study to the future researchers are: first to increase the scope of the study to 

involve more stock exchanges. This will increase the number of instances from 

different stock exchanges settings and hence give more stable forecasting model. 

Secondly, to use both fundamental analysis (non-price stock trend indicators) and 

technical analysis data to derive technical indicators to build the model. This can 

yield a model with greater performance 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix I: A decision Tree Model Source Code in Java 

=== Source code === 

// Generated with Weka 3.7.5 

package weka.classifiers; 

import weka.core.Attribute; 

import weka.core.Capabilities; 

import weka.core.Capabilities.Capability; 

import weka.core.Instance; 

import weka.core.Instances; 

import weka.core.RevisionUtils; 

import weka.classifiers.Classifier; 

import weka.classifiers.AbstractClassifier; 

public class WekaWrapper 

  extends AbstractClassifier { 

  public String globalInfo() { 

    return toString(); 

  } 

  public Capabilities getCapabilities() { 

    weka.core.Capabilities result = new weka.core.Capabilities(this); 

    result.enable(weka.core.Capabilities.Capability.NOMINAL_ATTRIBUTES); 

    result.enable(weka.core.Capabilities.Capability.NUMERIC_ATTRIBUTES); 

    result.enable(weka.core.Capabilities.Capability.DATE_ATTRIBUTES); 
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    result.enable(weka.core.Capabilities.Capability.MISSING_VALUES); 

    result.enable(weka.core.Capabilities.Capability.NOMINAL_CLASS); 

    result.enable(weka.core.Capabilities.Capability.MISSING_CLASS_VALUES); 

    result.setMinimumNumberInstances(0); 

 

    return result; 

  } 

  public void buildClassifier(Instances i) throws Exception { 

    // can classifier handle the data? 

    getCapabilities().testWithFail(i); 

  } 

  public double classifyInstance(Instance i) throws Exception { 

    Object[] s = new Object[i.numAttributes()]; 

 

    for (int j = 0; j < s.length; j++) { 

      if (!i.isMissing(j)) { 

        if (i.attribute(j).isNominal()) 

          s[j] = new String(i.stringValue(j)); 

        else if (i.attribute(j).isNumeric()) 

          s[j] = new Double(i.value(j)); 

      } 

    } 
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    // set class value to missing 

    s[i.classIndex()] = null; 

  return WekaClassifier.classify(s); 

  } 

  public String getRevision() { 

    return RevisionUtils.extract("1.0"); 

  } 

  public String toString() { 

    return "Auto-generated classifier wrapper, based on weka.classifiers.trees.J48 

(generated with Weka 3.7.5).\n" + this.getClass().getName() + "/WekaClassifier"; 

  } 

  public static void main(String args[]) { 

    runClassifier(new WekaWrapper(), args); 

  } 

} 

 

class WekaClassifier { 

  public static double classify(Object[] i) 

    throws Exception { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    p = WekaClassifier.N119d7950(i); 

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N119d7950(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[11] == null) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N59859c1(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() > 0.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N6734d912(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

static double N59859c1(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[11] == null) { 

      p = 0; 

    } else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() <= -1.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N1b22c282(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[11]).doubleValue() > -1.0) { 

      p = 1; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N1b22c282(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[4] == null) { 

      p = 0; 

    } else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N195a0533(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() > 0.0) { 

      p = 0; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N195a0533(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[3] == null) { 

      p = 0; 

    } else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.Nb5770b4(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() > 0.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N17459698(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double Nb5770b4(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[8] == null) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 4.55) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N647ae45(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() > 4.55) { 

      p = 0; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N647ae45(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[10] == null) { 

      p = 0; 

    } else if (((Double) i[10]).doubleValue() <= -1.7) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N6dcc2c6(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[10]).doubleValue() > -1.7) { 

      p = 1; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N6dcc2c6(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[4] == null) { 

      p = 0; 

    } else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= -1.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N3a718a7(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() > -1.0) { 

      p = 0; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N3a718a7(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[5] == null) { 

      p = 0; 

    } else if (((Double) i[5]).doubleValue() <= -3.11) { 

      p = 0; 

    } else if (((Double) i[5]).doubleValue() > -3.11) { 

      p = 1; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N17459698(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[4] == null) { 

      p = 0; 

    } else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= -1.0) { 

      p = 0; 

    } else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() > -1.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.Na8b2799(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double Na8b2799(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[2] == null) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[2]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[2]).doubleValue() > 0.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N5c1dac10(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N5c1dac10(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[12] == null) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[12]).doubleValue() <= 329.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N16f9a4c11(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[12]).doubleValue() > 329.0) { 

      p = 0; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N16f9a4c11(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[0] == null) { 

      p = 0; 

    } else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 2874.07) { 

      p = 0; 

    } else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() > 2874.07) { 

      p = 1; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N6734d912(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[9] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[9]).doubleValue() <= 88.9) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N16363d613(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[9]).doubleValue() > 88.9) { 

      p = 2; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N16363d613(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[8] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 93.75) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N1b0beeb14(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() > 93.75) { 

      p = 1; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N1b0beeb14(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[3] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N76e4eb15(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() > 0.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N198a4de27(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N76e4eb15(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[4] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() <= -1.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N13ecb0016(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[4]).doubleValue() > -1.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N966db24(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N13ecb0016(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[3] == null) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() <= -1.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N1d766e217(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[3]).doubleValue() > -1.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N107922720(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N1d766e217(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[2] == null) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[2]).doubleValue() <= -1.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N1f8d69518(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[2]).doubleValue() > -1.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N8827bd19(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N1f8d69518(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[5] == null) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[5]).doubleValue() <= -0.15) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[5]).doubleValue() > -0.15) { 

      p = 2; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N8827bd19(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[1] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[1]).doubleValue() <= 2697.58) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[1]).doubleValue() > 2697.58) { 

      p = 1; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N107922720(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[2] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[2]).doubleValue() <= -1.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N1d701d321(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[2]).doubleValue() > -1.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.Nbe304222(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N1d701d321(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[12] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[12]).doubleValue() <= 318.0) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[12]).doubleValue() > 318.0) { 

      p = 1; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double Nbe304222(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[10] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[10]).doubleValue() <= -1.0) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[10]).doubleValue() > -1.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N1884de723(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N1884de723(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[7] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[7]).doubleValue() <= 285.0) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[7]).doubleValue() > 285.0) { 

      p = 1; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N966db24(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[9] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[9]).doubleValue() <= 7.3) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[9]).doubleValue() > 7.3) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N17333d025(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N17333d025(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[0] == null) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() <= 2886.16) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[0]).doubleValue() > 2886.16) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N802e9c26(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N802e9c26(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[9] == null) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[9]).doubleValue() <= 29.6) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[9]).doubleValue() > 29.6) { 

      p = 2; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N198a4de27(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[2] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[2]).doubleValue() <= 0.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N46228828(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[2]).doubleValue() > 0.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N166f99c33(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N46228828(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[12] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[12]).doubleValue() <= 489.0) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N3b67e329(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[12]).doubleValue() > 489.0) { 

      p = 1; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N3b67e329(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[10] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[10]).doubleValue() <= 2.5) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N10854b630(i); 

    } else if (((Double) i[10]).doubleValue() > 2.5) { 

      p = 2; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N10854b630(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[8] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 28.57) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() > 28.57) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N14aafdd31(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N14aafdd31(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[5] == null) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[5]).doubleValue() <= 0.09) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[5]).doubleValue() > 0.09) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.Nf1915e32(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double Nf1915e32(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[12] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[12]).doubleValue() <= 439.0) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[12]).doubleValue() > 439.0) { 

      p = 0; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N166f99c33(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[8] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() <= 22.22) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[8]).doubleValue() > 22.22) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N6b1e234(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 
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  static double N6b1e234(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[9] == null) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[9]).doubleValue() <= 18.5) { 

      p = 1; 

    } else if (((Double) i[9]).doubleValue() > 18.5) { 

    p = WekaClassifier.N14daf835(i); 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 

  static double N14daf835(Object []i) { 

    double p = Double.NaN; 

    if (i[5] == null) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[5]).doubleValue() <= 1.49) { 

      p = 2; 

    } else if (((Double) i[5]).doubleValue() > 1.49) { 

      p = 1; 

    }  

    return p; 

  } 


